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Limex applies a ‘hands-on’ 
tailored approach to all 
teams big or small.
Whether your side is twenty strong or just 
two we can offer the advice on the best 
fabrics and fits for your endeavour and 
provide designs that will have you looking like 
the bee’s knees. 

 Shirts, shorts, pants, 
hoodies, jackets...  
...you name it we print it. 

Every new pastime seems to have it’s 
own new unique uniform item (yes even 
Pokemon Go team uniforms). If you 
have an item you want ‘teamed-up’ just 
give us a call and we’ll figure out how.

 Designs for winners.  
Don’t have an eye for colour or style? 
That’s OK, our designers can suggest 
something based on a brief chat... or 
you can show us examples of what you 
like or use the designs in this catalogue 
as a starting point. 

LAUNCH  INTO THE ARENA LOOKING



 Let’s get the ball rolling. 
 After a quick chat with our design team 

to outline the brief we’ll get the ball 
rolling on your design and send you a 
PDF draft visual to review. This usually 
takes about a week (some times longer 
if you require multiple alterations & 
reviews).

 Using our dye sublimation technology 
your design can cover the entire surface 
of the garment and use any number of 
colours (including photos) unlike many 
traditional printers who are restricted 
to an A3 area on your garment.

 After your design has been reviewed, 
amended and/or approved it’s off to 
production which takes about a week 
for a normal shirt (a little longer for 
special finishes like embroidery).

 So lean back and relax as we take all of 
the hard work out of your next team 
uniform.

 

LAUNCH  INTO THE ARENA LOOKING LIKE A WINNER
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CHOOSE A GARMENT

Choose your Design & Colours. Choose from our catalogue... or... 

RUGBY SHIRT

LEGGINGS

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

NETBALL UNIFORM

SLEEVELESS SHIRT

SOCCER STYLE SHORTS

T-SHIRT

SKIRT BUNCHED EDGE TRIM

SKIRT PLEATED

POLO SHIRT

BASKETBALL STYLE SINGLET/SHORTS

The number of different design 
possibilities are literally infinite.  

Our design team can craft anything you 
want... but rather than have them blindly 
draft ideas (that you possibly won’t like), 
we suggest you do a simple Google Image 
search and then show us a design you like. 
We’ll then create a NEW design inspired by 
your sample style and ensure it’s in-line with 
any other instructions you have.

For best results Google specific clothing 
items for example “Bowls Shirt” or 
“Motorsport Jackets” or, for more creative 
ideas, broaden your search with “dye 
sublimated shirts” (remember it should be a 
Google Image search) 

If you’re not fussed our talented design team 
can create completely bespoke designs from 
a verbal brief.

Nothing you like here? No problem!



Select from below or let us know and we’ll source it. Our full range is over 
100 pages and updates all the time. If it isn’t here chances are we can get it. 

Choose your Design & Colours. Choose from our catalogue... or... 

If you have the actual artwork files or logos that’s ideal... 
or we can easily redraw from a sample garment. Note 
that redrawing very complex artwork may attract a fee but 
we’ll discuss that with you when we’ve seen your sample 
garment.

Need to copy last year’s 
design? We can do that!

QUARTER ZIP JACKET

HOODIE & PANTS

HOODIE

VARSITY JACKET

ZIP HOODIEPOLAR FLEECE JACKET

TRACK PANTS

FLEECY JACKET

SWEAT SHIRT

Nothing you like here? No problem!
All styles &  

designs inter-
changeable
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From the bowls club to 
out in the scrub.
Because Dye Sublimation printing can 
cover an entire garment with any image we 
can produce the entire gamut of uniforms 
from a classy bowls uniform (shirts, pants, 
hats, socks etc) to a loud in your face full 
camouflage outfit for extreme outdoor 
pursuits like paint-balling, climbing, 
orienteering... you name it.

Perfect for petrol heads.
Whether you race bikes, boats or broncos 
you’re not a real race team until everyone 
is dressed in the same loud shirt plastered 
from top to bottom with sponsors logos. 
With or without a chequered flag we can 
design and print race outfits for everyone 
from the pit crew to the groupies.

WHATEVER YOUR ENDEAVOUR,
Our team can advise you on the best 
fabrics and garment style for your sport 
or recreational activity.



CODE Product Name
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WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED

More than garments.
Fun in the sun often means you need shelter from the 
elements. Limex also print a variety of sizes & types of 
branded tents to keep your team dry and comfy.

Need flags or banners? We can help you plaster your 
sponsor’s logos all around your events or even print 
up banners of all sizes when it’s time to recruit new 
members from surrounding suburbs.

Need to psych out your competitors at the next 
tournament? You can’t beat a 6 meter banner hanging 
in front of your cheer squad - just give us a call.
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SUBLIMATED

All styles &  
designs inter-
changeable



CODE Product Name
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SPORTS RANGE

Add a team or sponsors logo or colour change

24
GIBBO

The designs shown here are simply 
a starting point. Our designers can 
recolour a design you like to your 
team colours, add your mascot 
or logo or if you’ve seen a design 
online you love we can create 
something similar.

Add your player 
names and 
numbers
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SUBLIMATED

All styles &  
designs inter-
changeable



CODE Product Name

SPORTS RANGE

Add a team or sponsors logo or colour change

24
GIBBO

The designs shown here are simply 
a starting point. Our designers can 
recolour a design you like to your 
team colours, add your mascot 
or logo or if you’ve seen a design 
online you love we can create 
something similar.

Add your player 
names and 
numbers
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SUBLIMATED



CODE Product Name
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AFL UNIFORMS

Add a team or sponsors logo or colour change

24
GIBBO

The designs shown here are simply 
a starting point. Our designers can 
recolour a design you like to your 
team colours, add your mascot 
or logo or if you’ve seen a design 
online you love we can create 
something similar.

Add your player 
names and 
numbers
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SUBLIMATED



CODE Product Name
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NETBALL SKIRTS

Add a team or sponsor’s logo
A great way to minimise club costs 
is to have your sponsor’s logos 
featured on the uniform and letting 
them cover some or all of the costs 
of the uniform. We find the bibs 
of a netball uniform are a good 
place to feature sponsors logos as 
sponsors can change from year to 
year.
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SUBLIMATED



CODE Product Name

BASKETBALL

Add your team logo or colour change

24
GIBBO

The designs shown here are simply 
a starting point. Our designers can 
recolour a design you like to your 
team colours, add your mascot 
or logo or if you’ve seen a design 
online you love we can create 
something similar.

Add your player 
names and 
numbers
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SUBLIMATED



CODE Product Name

17

RUGBY

Add your team logo or colour change

24
GIBBO

The designs shown here are simply 
a starting point. Our designers can 
recolour a design you like to your 
team colours, add your mascot 
or logo or if you’ve seen a design 
online you love we can create 
something similar.

Add your player 
names and 
numbers
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SUBLIMATED



CODE Product Name
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SOCCER

Add your team logo or colour change

24
GIBBO

The designs shown here are simply 
a starting point. Our designers can 
recolour a design you like to your 
team colours, add your mascot 
or logo or if you’ve seen a design 
online you love we can create 
something similar.

Add your player 
names and 
numbers
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POLO SIZING

Mens Polo

Ultra Mesh
Aero Mesh
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Womens Polo

Ultra Mesh
Aero Mesh

sizing sheets  
for other garments 

available on  
request
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